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Abstract

Based on a review of the literature, this paper proposes a non-linear U-shaped model of

intuition development influenced by an individual’s level of expertise within a given subject
area. Two qualitatively different types of intuition are described: immature intuition and
mature intuition, each differentiated by the level of expertise of the individual in a specific

subject area. Immature intuition is most available when an individual is a novice in a given
knowledge domain, where his/her analytical knowledge of the subject does not interfere with
the ability to make novel insights. Mature intuition is more rare and is most available when an

individual is more of an expert in the subject area with well-developed relevant knowledge
structures. Issues regarding the viability of this preliminary model are discussed. r 2001
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Intuition, or intuitive thinking, has been characterized in a number of ways.
Koestler (1964) characterizes it as the sudden emergence of a new insight. Baylor
(1997) describes it as the integration of immediacy, reasoning and the sensing of
relationships (see Fig. 1). Bruner (1963) portrays it as the intellectual technique of
arriving at plausible but tentative formulations without going through the analytical
steps by which such formulations would be found to be valid or invalid. Jung (1921)
describes it as the psychological function that explores the unknown and senses
possibilities and indications which may not be readily apparent.
It is common parlance to warn would-be intuitive thinkers to be wary of falling

victim to experience (e.g., Adams, 1979; Bransford & Stein, 1984). Yet there are
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many examples of creative accomplishments that have come about from the natural
course of progression in a given field (Weisberg, 1995). For example, consider the
case of a young girl first learning geometry and geometric proofs who proceeds on
her own to insightfully figure out a famous geometrical problem even though she is a
relative novice in geometry. In contrast, consider an expert neurobiologist who
proceeds to make a dramatic and insightful discovery in his field. Does a more
naive view of a field lead to greater new insights? Or does expertise facilitate
one’s capability for intuition in a given field? How can both of these positions be
reconciled? This paper will propose a conceptual foundation for the development of
intuition that addresses these two seemingly conflicting realities.
Conceptual development in this area is somewhat limited by the difficulty to

empirically investigate intuitional processes. As Fischbein (1975) describes, the
essential quality of intuition is its intimate contact with action. With the first
cognitive stage as ‘‘I know what I am looking for,’’ and the second cognitive stage as
‘‘I know what to do,’’ intuition is the moment of transition from the first to the
second stage. Intuition is intermediate to these two stages, performing the function
of gearing knowledge into action. It is thus difficult to report one’s intuitive think-
ing (e.g., Schooler & Melcher, 1995). Given that intuition is intangible and difficult
to assess in a given instance, it is especially challenging to determine its role over
time by level of expertise.
One salient characteristic of intuition relevant to its development is its antithetical

relationship to metacognitive thought processes. Baylor (1997) describes intuitive
thinking as proceeding automatically, immediately interpreting the present relation-
ship. She suggests that controlled thought processes such as metacognition may be
detrimental for thinking intuitively because they disallow one to think freely. In
other words, whereas metacognition is thinking about action, intuition is the
immediate part of thinking. Schon (1982), in describing intuition as direct and

Fig. 1. The three components of intuition: immediacy, sensing relationships, and reasoning. Figure

adapted from Baylor (1997).
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passive, further characterizes intuition as apprehending what is without the
mediation of inference, with the mind receiving truth without activity. As Mandler
(1995) proposes, activity of the mind, or awareness, may restrict the use of
unconscious material and thereby the production of novel concatenations through
an interference mechanism.
Becoming an expert in a given subject domain requires metacognitive control over

one’s thought processes at different stages. For example, a ballet dancer, after
learning a few basic steps, will proceed to self-monitor and evaluate her performance
as a way to metacognitively assess her progress: e.g., ‘‘How well am I performing?’’,
‘‘How can I ensure graceful moves?’’, ‘‘How can I adjust my position as necessary?’’
At different points in her development she will intuitively develop insights for
performing certain moves which involves the qualitatively different thought process
of intuition. A person’s level of expertise will influence the development of intuitional
capability as will be described in the next section.

2. The development of intuition by level of expertise

Based on related research literature, I will argue here for the possibility that the
development of intuition follows a U-shaped progression where the level of available
intuition starts at a relatively high level and then decreases and later increases with
level of expertise. ‘‘Available intuition’’ within a given subject area refers to the
potentiality for intuitive thinking to exist at a given point in development of an
individual’s level of expertise.
First consider research regarding the development of intuition in children. Choi

(1993) describes the interference of school on intuitive understandings. Choi
presented fragmented pictures with increasing number of lines to kindergartners,
second, fourth, and sixth graders. Given increasingly more complete pictures,
children were instructed to identify the picture as soon as possible. Choi measured
the following: (1) the number of lines needed to solve the picture; and, (2) reaction
time. Choi found that the mean reaction times for the second graders were
significantly higher than those of the kindergartners, fourth, and sixth graders. This
suggested that students had a conflict of intuitive processes with the analytical
processes as taught in school. Specifically, Choi proposes that children initially have
intuitive understanding (e.g., in kindergarten) but the analytic approach as taught
via school conflicts with the intuitive thinking processes, as evidenced by the higher
reaction time of the second graders.
Similarly, Schon (1982) proposes that children initially have spontaneous intuitive

understandings that enable them to give correct answers. Later, school interrupts
intuitive thinking by communicating to children models and procedures that are
incongruent with their intuitions and, as these override their intuitions, the children
make mistakes. Later still, they achieve a more developed, schooled understanding
that enables them to answer correctly again. For example, Strauss (1982) provides
empirical support in terms of children’s solving problems about magnitudes of
intensity (temperature, sweetness, density). Specifically, younger children intuitively
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get something right (that cold water+cold water=‘‘same cold’’ and not ‘‘twice as
cold’’); that later, under the influence of schooling in arithmetic operations, children
become confused and give incorrect answers; and that later still, when the children
learn about rations, they give correct answers again.
Expanding this developmental pattern, I suggest that the development of intuition

is represented by the U-shaped curve shown in Fig. 2. This developmental curve
reflects the progression of intuitive thinking processes as a person develops
increasingly more advanced knowledge structures in a specific area. The shape of
the curve reflects the variability of general intuitional availability. In applying
Choi’s results, the interference of school marks the downward trend in intuition level
before returning to a higher level. I propose that a person is not only able to ‘‘just
answer correctly again’’ once intuition levels increase but also s/he can make more
higher order intuitive connections/understandings given a corresponding increase
in expertise. Consequently, I suggest that the two ends of the ‘‘U’’ curve represent
two qualitatively different types of intuition: which I will refer to as immature
intuition and mature intuition. The difference between them pertains to the
underlying expertise (and corresponding knowledge structure) of the individual in a
given subject area.
This proposal directly ties into the three-component model of intuition described

by Baylor (1997), as shown in Fig. 1, which describes intuition as the integration of
immediacy, reason, and sensing relationships. Both immature and mature intuition
share the mediators of immediacy and reason as illustrated in Fig. 1. The difference
between them and the link between the models in Figs. 1 and 2 is in the knowledge
structures of the person, which determine what relationships can be sensed.
Immature intuition is accessed when a person has less-developed knowledge
structures and acts as a novice. Once a person attains more expert knowledge
structures, s/he develops the ability to figuratively ‘‘see’’ different relationships and
thus demonstrate mature intuition. While the x-axis of Fig. 2 explicitly represents
level of expertise, it implicitly correlates with maturation since more expert
knowledge structures are generally developed with age and experience.

Fig. 2. The proposed U-shaped developmental progression of intuitive thinking.
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2.1. The first half of the curve: the move from immature intuition

In considering the left half of the curve in Fig. 2, evidence supports the move from
an immature intuitional understanding to a more analytical and less intuitional
understanding (note that I will refer to the intermediate area of the curve as
representing analytical/non-intuitional understanding). Intuitive understanding in
the form of immature intuition may serve as a precursor for analytical under-
standing. Children use intuitive thinking as they explore and interact with the world.
Furthermore, young children, who have presumably less exposure to linear, logical
thought processes, are more naturally inclined to intuition and can be more easily
trained to be intuiters than their older counterparts (Noddings & Shore, 1984).
Perhaps this intuitive capacity, which is fundamentally necessary to experience and
so alive and vital in early years, works less often in a dominant role as we acquire
more and more concepts and routines (Noddings & Shore, 1984). This increase in
knowledge structures disallows immature intuition while enabling mature intuition.
Correspondingly, a person loses the experiential freedom of immature intuition when
s/he develops more advanced knowledge structures.
In order to develop scientific thinking skills, a person must have increasing control

over the interaction of theories and evidence and must assert metacognitive control
over reasoning (Kuhn, 1989). In other words, if the person is demonstrating an
immature type of intuition, to develop better scientific thinking skills she must move
to a more analytical (and less qualitative/intuitive) state, moving to the center area in
Fig. 2. It is in this sense that Inhelder and Piaget (1958) propose that qualitative
understanding supports quantitative understanding. Consequently, if intuition is a
process that is replaced with quantitative, metacognitively-directed, thinking skills it
would imply that one would actually have to digress to a lower cognitive level in
order to think intuitively. While it is a digression in expertise to move left from
quantitative, analytical thinking to immature intuition (from the center moving left
across the x-axis), it is not a digression to move right from quantitative thinking to
mature intuition (from the center moving right across the x-axis) which will be
described in the next section.
An example providing empirical support is from Bamberger (1982) who describes

musical intelligence as incorporating a progression of thinking processes. Specifi-
cally, the musical intelligence of an accomplished musician has two interactive
components: the figural grasp of phrases, containing musical gesture and meaning,
and the formal understanding of the fixed-reference system associated with pitch-
scales and metric grouping. Children without musical training frequently exhibit the
former and often appear to lose their figural competence when they learn to read
music. According to this model, figural understanding corresponds to an immature
intuitional understanding while formal understanding corresponds to the move to
the intermediate or analytical stage.
Ahl, Moore, and Dixon (1992) also provide additional empirical support for the

left half of the intuitive development curve by suggesting that intuition primes for
analytical understanding. They suggest that an intuitional task can serve to prime a
student for a subsequent numerical task. According to this model, the intuition they
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refer to is immature, and analytical understanding is represented by the intermediate
area of the curve in Fig. 2. In their study, they implemented a temperature-mixing
task with fifth graders, eighth graders, and college students. In the intuitive
condition, felt thermometers were presented pictorially without numbers (e.g., as
cold, cool, warm, and hot). In the numerical condition, numerical values for
temperature (201, 401, 601 and 801) were given and students were instructed to use
mathematical calculation. With correct intuitional understanding of the tempera-
ture-mixing task, the student treats temperature as an intensive (i.e., not susceptible
of actual addition) quality. With incorrect intuitional understanding, the student
treats temperature as an extensive quantity and incorrectly adds the temperatures
together. Varying the presentation order of the intuitional and numerical versions of
the task, Ahl et al. found that even incomplete intuitional understanding could
regulate the numerical task response.

2.2. The second half of the curve: the move to mature intuition

Perhaps more interesting is the type of intuition less-often referred to and
experiencedFthat I call mature intuition; the intuitive ‘‘seeing’’ that is accessible
once a person has advanced knowledge structures. Chase and Simon (1973) found
that the master chess player has a more organized set of perceptual information.
Since chess skill is dependent upon memory of chessboard patterns, better access to
this stored information allows him/her (the master player) to come up with good
moves almost instantaneously, as Chase and Simon note, ‘‘seemingly by instinct and
intuition.’’ At this level of expertise, a person may relinquish some metacognitive
control over reasoning (e.g., what Kuhn (1989) refers to as bracketing) and access
the mature type of intuition. This accounts for the fact that experts are differentiated
from novices by their engagement in more qualitative analysis of the problem before
applying equations (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981). In this case, the moving from
quantitative or expert thinking to mature intuition (from the center to the right on
the x axis in Fig. 2), which is qualitative, requires a move forward in expertise on the
curve. Neisser (as cited in Bastick, 1982) attests that intuitive mental processes
(mature intuition in this case) are common wherever there are situations too complex
for ready logical analysis. Thus, with higher order knowledge structures one is more
readily able to think intuitively in the mature sense. Einstein describes mature
intuition as he discusses his intuitive processing to a friend: (Koestler, 1964).

‘‘When I asked myself how it happened that I in particular discovered the
Relativity Theory, it seemed to lie in the following circumstance. The normal
adult never bothers his head about space–time problems. Everything there is to be
thought about, in his opinion, has already been done in early childhood. I, on the
contrary, developed so slowly that I only began to wonder about space and time
when I was already grown up. In consequence I probed deeper into the problem
than an ordinary child would have done’’. (p. 175)

For Einstein, being ‘‘grown up’’ reflects his more advanced knowledge structures.
Scientific discoveries may require accessing mature intuition, yet in some cases
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immature intuition may be more beneficial than no intuition at all. For example, a
novice accessing immature intuition may solve a puzzle requiring intuition better
than an expert because s/he does not have the advanced knowledge structures that
automatically interpret the stimuli. This is supported from the Gestalt perspective
that a person’s reliance on past experience is thought to interfere with effective
problem solving.

3. Issues to resolve

Conceptually, the intermediate and mature intuition areas of the proposed
development curve need to be better characterized. How does immature intuition
support analytical understandings, and how does mature intuition require a
progression of expertise? Whether immature and mature intuition are both similar
enough to be considered intuition, yet qualitatively different enough to constitute
separate constructs, is also an issue.
More empirical data are needed to support the proposed course of intuitional

development. First, is the U-shaped development curve supported empirically? More
details along the lines of Choi (1993) is needed to determine if the effects of
schooling, for instance, affect the progression of intuition. Are there other
contributors besides schooling to the U-shaped development curve? How is the
U-shaped curve task-specific (e.g., Choi’s task was easy)?
Future research could examine how scientific reasoning (e.g., Klahr & Dunbar,

1988; Kuhn, 1989) and theory development (e.g., Karmiloff-Smith, 1988; Langley,
Simon, Bradshaw, & Zytkow, 1987; Nisbett & Ross, 1980) fit into the model of
intuitional development. How does the intermediate area of the intuition
development curve relate to scientific reasoning? How does intuitive thinking fit
into the process of coordination and interaction between theory and evidence?
Does intuitional development resemble the development of other related areas such
as analogical development? Overall, more conceptual development of the construct
of intuition would help to more clearly delineate intuitive thinking processes and
provide a basis for research.
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